It is proved that the number of components in context-free cooperating distributed (CD) grammar systems can be reduced to 3 when they are working in the so-called sf-mode of derivation, which is the cooperation protocol which has been considered first for CD grammar systems. In this derivation mode, a component continues the derivation until and unless there is a nonterminal in the sentential form which cannot be rewritten according to that component. Moreover, it is shown that CD grammar systems in sf-mode with only one component can generate only the context-free languages but they can generate non-context-free languages if two components are used. The sf-mode of derivation is compared with other well-known cooperation protocols with respect to the hierarchies induced by the number of components.
Introduction
The concept of cooperating distributed grammar systems was first introduced by Meersman and Rozenberg [7] (called cooperating grammar systems in that paper) as a generalization of two-level substitution grammars to a multi-level mechanism. In a cooperating distributed grammar system (CD grammar system, for short) several (context-free) grammars, called components of the system, work on a common sentential form in turns, according to some cooperation protocol. The cooperation protocol used in [7] was further investigated in [1] , where it is called sf-mode of derivation. In this mode any component, once started, has to continue rewriting the sentential form until and unless a nonterminal has been introduced which cannot be replaced according to some rewriting rule of the component. In this case, the sentential form is handed over to another, nondeterministically chosen component. In [7] , that kind of CD grammar system has been proved to be equivalent to programmed grammars with appearance checking having the same kind of core rules, that is, all recursively enumerable languages can be obtained in the context-free case if erasing productions are allowed. In what follows, only grammar systems with context-free components are considered.
After relating CD grammar systems with artificial intelligence [3] , such as blackboard models for problem solving and, later on, with multi-agent systems, CD grammar systems became a vivid field of research. A series of cooperation protocols has been considered, where for example any component, once started, has to perform exactly k, at most k, at least k or an arbitrary number of derivation steps. In the so-called t-mode, a component may stop rewriting if and only if none of its productions is applicable to the current sentential form.
In this setting it is a natural question how many agents, that is components, are necessary. This led to the investigation of a measure of syntactic complexity, namely the number of components of a system, see, for example, [2] [3] [4] 6] . This measure is known as the degree of synchronization for tabled Lindenmayer systems, too. For the sf-mode of derivation, it has been shown in [1] that five components are sufficient in order to generate all languages which can be generated with an arbitrary number of components, leaving the question open whether also one, two, three or four components would suffice or not.
This paper aims to settle these open questions, thus contributing to the systematic investigation of the influence of the number of components to the power of CD grammar systems, also for the sf-mode. Finally, this may give insight how many levels in multi-level substitution grammars are really needed (as defined in [7] ).
Basic definitions
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of formal language theory. With our notation, we mostly follow [5] . Especially, let ⊆ and ⊂ denote inclusion and strict inclusion, respectively. Concerning our notation of sets, if x(k) and y(k) are objects with parameter k, and P (k) is some predicate on k, we shortly write
Let V be some alphabet, that is a finite and nonempty set. By V * and V + the set of all words over V is denoted if the empty word is included and not included, respectively. For a ∈ V and w ∈ V * , the length of the word w is denoted by |w|, whereas |w| a denotes the number of occurrences of the symbol a in w. The family of context-free languages is denoted by L(CF).
A CD grammar system of degree n, n 1, is an (n + 3)-tuple
where N and T are two disjoint alphabets, the set of nonterminal and terminal symbols, respectively, V = N ∪ T is the total alphabet of G, S ∈ N is the axiom, and P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n are n finite sets of context-free rewriting rules of the form A → w, A ∈ N , w ∈ (N ∪ T ) * . These sets of productions are called the components of G.
be the set of all left-hand sides of the productions in P i . Let G be a CD grammar system of degree n and let x ∈ (N ∪ T ) * . A component P i is said to be sentential form competent (sf-competent, for short) on x if and only if
1 j m, and (2) for each j, 1 j m, there is a production A j → w j in P i . For x, y ∈ (N ∪ T ) * , we write x = ⇒ P i y if and only if x = z 1 Az 2 , y = z 1 wz 2 , and A → w ∈ P i . Hence, subscript i refers to the production set (component) to be used.
, respectively denotes a derivation of at most k (at least k, exactly k, or an arbitrary number of) derivation steps. Finally, 
Note that this definition implies that P i is sf-competent on x and on all intermediate sentential forms in the derivation
Then is called mode of derivation. The language generated in -mode by a CD grammar system G of degree n is defined as
Let n be some integer, n 1, and let be some mode of derivation. By L n (CD, ), the family of all languages L is denoted, for which there is a CD grammar system G of degree
. . , P n ) be a CD grammar system, and let be some mode of derivation. For any word x ∈ (N ∪ T ) * , occ(x) = { A ∈ N | |x| A > 0 } is the set of all nonterminal symbols occurring in the word x. Furthermore, two nonterminals A and B are said to be in conflict with respect to G and if, for any word x ∈ (N ∪ T ) * with |x| A > 0 and |x| B > 0, there is no terminating derivation in -mode according to G starting off with x. If G and are understood from the context, A and B are simply said to be in conflict.
Results
First, we survey the hierarchical results which are known for CD grammar systems with respect to the number of components as far as the sf-mode is not concerned.
For n 1, we have
and
where L(P) is the family of languages generated by context-free programmed grammars without appearance checking ( for a definition and properties of
where L(ET0L) is the family of languages generated by extended tabled Lindenmayer systems without interaction (for a definition and properties of L(ET0L) see [8]).
Next, an example is given showing that there is a non-context-free language in L 2 (CD, sf ). 1 , P 2 be a CD grammar system with
Example 2. Let G = S, A, A , B, B , C, D , {a, b, c}, S, P
working in sf-mode. The derivation has to start with S → AB ∈ P 1 . Assume the sentential form to be a i Ab i c i B, i 0, while P 1 is active. If B → cB is applied to this sentential form, then the derivation is blocked since neither P 1 nor P 2 is sf-competent with respect to a word y with occ(y) = {A, B }. Therefore, either A → aA b and B → cB are applied in this order or A → D is applied, and the resulting sentential form is handed over to P 2 in both cases.
If P 2 starts off with a i Db i c i B, i 0, then first D → ab and next B → C must be applied, since the derivation will be blocked otherwise. Then, P 1 terminates the derivation by C → c yielding a i+1 b i+1 c i+1 .
If the current sentential form is a i+1 A b i+1 c i+1 B when P 2 starts off, then the derivation would be blocked if A → A was applied first. Therefore, B → B must be applied first. Now, two cases have to be distinguished: (1) A → A yields the sentential form a i+1 Ab i+1 c i+1 B which is handed over to P 1 , again. (2) B → C yields a word y with occ(y) = {A , C} such that only P 1 can continue the derivation, possibly rewriting C with c, but since A can only be rewritten identically, P 1 will loop forever. Hence,
The following lemma provides the main result of the present paper, showing that three components are sufficient in order to generate any language in n 1 L n (CD, sf ).
Lemma 3.
For any CD grammar system G of degree n, n 3, one can effectively construct a CD grammar system
Proof. Let G = (N, T , S, P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n ) be a CD grammar system with n components. We set
Here, i refers to the production set P i of G, 1 i n, and points to the state of the simulation of derivations according to G: read Furthermore, for 1 i n, let g i : N ∪ T → N ∪ T be the morphism defined by
Now, consider the CD grammar system
working in sf-mode of derivation, where the components are constructed as follows. A,i,g) → (A, i, g ), 1 i n. P 2 contains, for each A ∈ N and 1 i n, ( 
(A , i, c) → (A, i, c), 1 i n, (2) (A,i,c) → (A, i +1, t) and (A, i, c) → (A , i+1, t), 1 i < n, (3) (A, n, c) → (A, 1, t) and (A, n, c) → (A , 1, t), (4) (A,i,t) → (A, i, t), 1 i n, (5) (B,i,e) → (B, i, a), B ∈ dom(P i ), 1 i n, (6) (B , i, e) → (B, i, a), B ∈ dom(P i ), 1 i n, (7) (B,i,a) → g i (w), if B → w ∈ P i , 1 i n, (8) (A , i, d) → (A, i, d), 1 i n, (9) (A,i,d) → (A, i, g) and (A, i, d) → (A , i, g), 1 i n, (10) (

11) (A , i, t) → (A, i, t), (12) (A,i,t) → (A, i, s) and (A, i, t) → (A , i, s), (13) (A,i,s) → (A, i, s), (14) (A,i,a) → (A, i, f ) and (A, i, a) → (A , i, f ), (15) (A,i,f) → (A, i, f ), (16) (A , i, o) → (A, i, o), (17) (A,i,o) → (A, i, d) and (A, i, o) → (A , i, d), (18) (A,i,d) → (A, i, d), (19) (A , i, g) → (A, i, g), (20) (A,i,g) → (A, i, b) and (A, i, g) → (A , i, b), (21) (A,i,b) → (A, i, b). P 3 contains, for each A ∈ N and 1 i n, (22) (A , i, s) → (A, i, s), (23) (A,i,s) → (A, i, e) and (A, i, s) → (A , i, e), (24) (A,i,e) → (A, i, e), (25) (A,i,s) → (A, i, o) and (A, i, s) → (A , i, o), (26) (A,i,o) → (A, i, o), (27) (A , i, f ) → (A, i, f ), (28) (A,i,f) → (A, i, c) and (A, i, f ) → (A , i, c), (29) (A , i, b) → (A, i, b), (30) (A,i,b) → (A, i, c) and (A, i, b) → (A , i, c), (31) (A,i,c) → (A, i, c).
First it is shown that L sf (G) ⊆ L sf (G ). Let x be a word of the form
m. In any terminating derivation starting off with x the component P 1 must first become active. On the one hand, P 1 can stop deriving only by the introduction of a nonterminal of the form (A , j, t) , in other words a primed t-nonterminal. On the other hand, no component of G is sf-competent on a sentential form in which both a c-and a primed t-nonterminal are present (that is, c-and primed t-nonterminals are in conflict), hence a symbol of the form (A , j, t) must be introduced after all the other occurrences of nonterminals in x have been rewritten with a symbol of the form (A, j, t) . Thus,
. . u m−1 (B m , j, t)u m
has to hold, where j = i + 1 if i < n and j = 1 if i = n, and for 1 m, B is chosen from {A , A } such that exactly one nonterminal with a primed A occurs in x 1 . Now, only P 2 can be set active since only this component can rewrite a nonterminal of the form (A , j, t) . Taking into consideration that any t-nonterminal is in conflict with any primed s-nonterminal, an sf-mode derivation step of the following form must be performed. (C 1 , j, s)u 1 (C 2 , j, s)u 2 . . . u m−1 (C m , j, s) u m .
Here, the C's obey the same condition as the B's in x 1 , and P 3 must become active next.
Then, among other derivations, the following (incomplete) derivation in sf-mode is possible.
Note that P 1 is still active at this stage. Moreover, if A ∈ dom(P j ), 1 m, then G can alternatively execute all the sf-mode derivations
where y is a sentential form which is derived by
In the first case, that is by derivation ( * ), a sentential form has been obtained which is of the same form as x apart from the fact that the nonterminals refer to component j instead of i. At this stage of the derivation, P 1 is still active. In the second case, that is by derivation ( * * ), the application of the component P j of G in sf-mode of derivation has been simulated in G . Consequently, either a terminal word has been obtained or there is at least one occurrence of a nonterminal of the form (A, j, a) , A / ∈ dom(P j ). In the latter case, only P 2 is enabled to continue the derivation, which is able to turn all occurring nonterminals of the form (A, j, a) to (A, j, f ) , except one which must be turned to a primed f-nonterminal in order to disable P 2 . This derivation can be continued with the help of productions of the types (27) and (28) in P 3 and then with a production of type (1) as in the first case above.
In the end, we have L sf (G) ⊆ L sf (G ) . In order to prove equality of L sf (G) and L sf (G ), we list the following observations. Let us consider the sentential form
once again. The primed s-nonterminal can only be replaced with help of P 3 . Therefore, this must be done before P 3 is disabled. Since in P 1 there is no production for nonterminals of the form (A, j, o) or (A, j, s), and in P 2 there is no production replacing e-nonterminals,
x 3 which will eventually terminate must generate a word x 3 with
Since exactly one nonterminal of the form (A , j, e) must have been introduced only P 1 can continue rewriting x 3 . This component is sf-competent if and only if A ∈ dom(P j ) for any occurring nonterminal (A, j, e) and (A , j, e). P 1 can be disabled only if a production of type (7) has introduced some nonterminal (D, j, a) with D / ∈ dom(P j ). Whenever an a-nonterminal is present in a sentential form, P 3 is disabled. Therefore, all occurrences of e-and primed e-nonterminals must have been replaced with the help of productions of types (5) and (6) , respectively. This is the only way to enable P 2 , and the other components are disabled at this stage of the derivation. Since, for any A and B in N, (A, j, a) and (B , j, f ) as well as (A, j, f ) and (B , j, c) are in conflict, G can continue a successful derivation in sf-mode only by turning all occurrences of (primed and non-primed) a-nonterminals to f-nonterminals, (one of them primed) and then, with the help of P 3 , all occurrences of (primed and non-primed) f-nonterminals to c-nonterminals (one of them primed). 
Proof. The inclusion L 1 (CD, sf ) ⊆ L(CF) holds by definition. The converse inclusion is true since one can turn any context-free grammar to an equivalent CD grammar system of degree 1 in sf-mode only by adding the production A → A for any nonterminal A. (CD, sf ) holds by definition, for n 1. The strictness of the inclusion L 1 (CD, sf ) ⊂ L 2 (CD, sf ) follows from Example 2, and the remaining equivalence has been proved in Lemma 3.
Conclusions
For CD grammar systems in any mode of derivation, the number of components induces a hierarchy of language families, by definition. It is known that this hierarchy collapses at the first level for the derivation modes * , = 1, 1, and k with k 1, while it is unknown whether or not it collapses for the modes = k and k, if k 2. For the t-mode of derivation, the number of components induces a two-level hierarchy, where three components turn out to be sufficient.
For the sf-mode of derivation, which is another cooperation protocol based on the competence of the components, it was only known that five components were sufficient. This result has been improved by showing that three components suffice. Although one component cannot be enough to generate all languages which can be obtained when the number of components is not restricted, it is left open whether two components suffice. Only the fact that, in contrast to the t-mode, non-context-free languages can be generated with the help of two components has been presented. Therefore, the hierarchy induced by the number of components can collapse on the second or the third level.
There is another kind of questions left open in this paper. Due to the construction provided in the proof of Lemma 3, the reduction of the number of components induces an increase of other parameters of the grammar system, namely of the number of nonterminals and the number of productions. But are these trade-offs necessary, that is, is the construction presented optimal with respect to the increase of those parameters? If not, can one prove a lower bound of the necessary increase? Such questions could be treated in future research.
